
 

we'll take a cup o' kindness yet, for auld lang syne.
MARSHALL ROASTING company
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the adam blend (only available in a TO-GO cup) 
HIGHLY Caffeinated for the ultra e-FIsh-ent 18 hour a day worker! no cream. no sugar. no frills. 
NO ACTUAL COFFEE. JUST A DIET COKE. TO GO. & feel free to complain to our barista about the cost of 
a cup of plain coffee… because who in the world would pay for a cup-a-something-you-could-
make-in-your-own-home for pennies? This blend is perfect for watching all the pittsburgh  
sports teams, hunting down bargains at costco, & trying to figure out which of your family 
members ordered a nonessential item from amazon… again.

I only work 
half days 

(that’s  
12 hours,  

right?)

the lea tea latte 

CLIMB 
EVERY 
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EXISTENTIAL  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    INTENSIFIES

X

the Mountains  
are calling  

&  
i must go

the millie matcha 

the rosie-a-chino

the Maxx Mountain mocha  
A wonderful earthy blend with the taste of the appalachian mountains. it takes 4 
months & 1 day to complete this voyage of grit. now available back in nashville! best 
enjoyed with Trail mix tape, a book, some poetry, journal pages to fill, & a guitar. 
with A strong campy flavor, you’ll be hiker hungry for s’more of this in-tents cup. 
Re-joyce, This Erdrich blend is literarily sourced with notes of morrison, dickens, & 
tolstoy. This is the wilde brew everyone will be tolkien about, even if you are poe and 
can’t shelly out the cash. There’s No Hemmingway you can pass up wolfe-ing it donne,

pittsburgh brewed with a philosophical bent. perfect for grading papers as a 
teaching assistant or for those late nights locke-d in your apartment writing/
reading obscure texts, You kant get a more Thoreau blend to fill the empty 
Nietzsche in your caffeine requirement. Let us know what size to get sartred 
brewing for you today. You’ll Deleuze your taste for all other beverages once you 
try this blend. Socrates your taste buds with this cream of Descartes.

have you graduated to greater tastes of freedom? enjoy the newest sensation for those 
Ready to experience a cold, snowy drink filled with new adventures, new pals, & long runs 
with a new xc team. montreat yourself to one after your workout. Worth traveling cross 
country. The flavor will keep you on track. perfect for spontaneous sunrise hikes & chaco 
full of savory experiences. patagonia self on the back if you have already capped off your 
day with this fantastic beverage. It’s always a great way to improve your hattitude.  

Served all day (& a lot of evenings) @ Leon High School. This is the most dramatically 
sourced loose Lea-f tea blend. best sipped warm, or heated up repeatedlea in microwave 
cause teaching=hard. contain tastes of shakespeare, beckett, & broadway. filled to the 
brim with intentionality, ampersands, & c.s. lewis quotations. a bittersweet taste of one 
chapter ending & another one beginning. not served after 9:00pm on school nights because 
that is just too darn late to still be awake. most favorable consumption is on saturday 
morning, whilst wearing yoga pants, binge watching HGTV, but you brew you boo. 

q half off if you are wearing a flannel when you order this on a grand friday.



the apostle paul began his letters with the words, “grace & peace to you”, but he never uses a 
verb (just like i don’t use capital letters. we are the same!) so he doesn’t tell us how this grace 
& peace will be bestowed & i really need to know how it will be doled out. his opening 
greeting reminds me of the ritual in church when we say to our neighbor, “grace & peace to 
you.” & they respond, “& also with you.” which is relevant because in sending out a cup of 
grace & peace with this card, we need you to extend a heaping helping back to us. first, 
because you may have noticed how late this card is & i hate to be tardy. second, i almost went 
with a carol theme of “the weary world rejoices.” did you realize for the last 20+ years our 
cards always had a carol theme? this year we went with “a cup of kindness for auld lang syne.” 
because it was late enough for a new year’s song. if i had to choose a word to describe 2018, i 
would choose “weary.” (let’s pretend i would also choose “rejoicing,” but that gives me much 
too much credit.) most days i am too weary to recognize/rejoice/rest in all the grace & peace 
enveloping me. so, i have chosen the word LEAN to be my focus word of 2019. i need to 
LEAN into/on grace & peace, whatever way it is sent my way, even/especially when it isn’t 
delivered by the verb i expected. & it always seems to come in the most unexpected ways. "
2018 was a year of goodness, graduations, & grand adventures, for the marshall children (and 
us as parents… in a way… i guess… not so much on the “grand adventures” scale, because 
my most exotic trip consisted of a visit to the international aisle at costco.)  "

let’s start with the firstborn… millie graduated from belmont, applied to several phd programs, & worked retail in nashville until she was 
accepted to the phd program @ duquesne university in pittsburgh. she came home for a few weeks this summer, to my delight. then 
moved kit and caboodle to pittsburgh, to adam’s delight (the pittsburgh part, not the moving far away part.) she works as a teacher 
assistant for various professors in the philosophy department and lives in a tiny, but so adorable, apartment in a turn of the century house 
in shadyside (which is less shady than it sounds. she is too close to whole foods for it to be really shady.) she loves the philosophy 
program, loves pittsburgh (she is adam’s child), takes improv classes (she is also my child), & will study/work in germany this summer.  "

on to the middle marshall… maxx and his friend, bay bennett, set off in march to hike the entire appalachian trail, georgia to maine 
(2,200 miles.) we followed his progress through the “find my friends” app (thank you apple products) & fairly regular weekly texts or 
phone calls. they finished in 4 months & 1 day. maxx has full journals, a snake bite, & lyme disease to remind him of those glorious 
days. the snake bite & lyme disease were quickly dealt with & the journaling is slowly turning into poems, stories, & songs. he will 
graduate in may from belmont. we are hoping he moves quickly into the fame & fortune that we need for our retirement fund & fun. he 
edited this letter for me & made it grammatically correct, though still without capitals. he understands me. "

& the baby marshall, rosie, graduated from leon high school & left the next day for her summer job. she worked at camp crestridge as a 
counselor for middle school girls. she loved her campers & her entire summer in black mountain, NC. good thing, because her college 
is in montreat, only a couple of miles from black mountain. she runs cross country (and soon track) for montreat & she has become 
involved in almost every club/activity they offer. she experienced her first snow & it was everything she had yearned for through all of 
her warm lifetime in florida. she climbed mountains every weekend & still managed to pass all her classes & make a “one second a 
day” film that highlights all of her amazing times at montreat. flannel friday is still her fashion mission and favorite day of the week. "
so that leaves the elder (& getting more elderly every moment) two marshalls (& kodie, the narnia dog) at home alone. though they are rarely actually at 
home. in reality, these empty nest days are spent at work. adam is in thomasville as the c.o.o. @ kevin’s outdoor gear & apparel. i am still hanging with 
dramatic teens at leon high school teaching/directing theatre. it seems our empty bank account stubbornly rivals our empty nest. how about the 
anticipated dreamy, blissful free time for travel together? well, lea traveled in the summer to take classes for her teaching re-certification & adam traveled 
to move people into dorms and apartments. what about finally being able to eat out at real restaurants on endless date nights? well, mostly we 
exhaustedly rummage through the fridge to see what treasures we procured on our sunday afternoon trips together to costco. the upside of all this is we 
are so much closer to our cinematic #couplegoals, george & mary bailey. because all in all, it’s a wonderful life. even as so much of the wonderful is 
unnoticed and unappreciated by us in our daily grind of busyness/business.  "
since i turned 50 in 2017 without any bells or whistles, i decided to really live it up for my 2018 birthday by scheduling a necessary (said my surgeon) 
lumpectomy during that week. it gave me a great & noble reason to take a few days off, and it brought the ninjas (dina, deaver, & karen) to the beach 
house to help me rest & recover. as soon as they left town, i went back to working 14 hour days. I totally ignored the surgeon’s insightful paperwork with 
“things to watch out for” because it was time for our fall one-act play. seems “the show must (and did) go on” without me as i found myself going back 
for emergency surgery. so grateful for student directors, an amazing cast/crew, leon’s performing arts team, ashlyn myers, & ever patient/vigilant adam. a 
few days post-surgery 2, having not learned my lesson, i took off for new york city to chaperone chorus & theatre students. when broadway calls, lea 
answers. i arrived home in time for thanksgiving & another round of antibiotics, for yet another infection. i definitely needed to LEAN into some rest & 
recovery (which is why this card is so late, all that resting/recovering/watching hallmark christmas movies.) all the margins were clear from the lumpectomy, 
so hopefully no more exciting ambulance rides for me. but as one of my witty, blunt but insightful children informed me “you can't spell LEAN without 
lea.” it seems all too significant that i was forced to LEAN into the care, consideration, & consolation from so many friends and family members who 
brought meals, cleaned my house, sent me books to read, prayed for me, and shared overflowing cups of kindness during some wearisome and 
worrisome days. if clarence the angel was right in it’s a wonderful life when he said, “no man is a failure who has friends,” then we are the most successful 
of people in tallahassee. this season has shown us the richness of our friendships & family ties. thank you for being part of our overflowing treasury. as i 
hand address these cards, i think of the role each one of you has played in our lives. you are all gifts to us. "
so this was a season of LEANing on the everlasting arms of GRACE & PEACE. perhaps LEAN was the verb that paul 
meant to use to start his epistles. LEAN is defined as: to incline, deviate, or bend from a vertical position. God is, after 
all, a God who LEANS toward us from His higher position. He was/is/will be always inclined to us. reaching down to find 
us when we are at our lowest. His strength found only when we are weak. He stoops to conquer. He LEANS to give us 
His GRACE & PEACE. psalm 116:1–2: i love the Lord because He hears my voice… because He bends down to listen.  "
but there is also another definition of LEAN: to rely & rest on something for support or inspiration. i find that grace & 
peace doesn’t come when i am standing the tallest, being the best or strongest. it arrives when i am at my weakest. at 
my poorest. at my failure-est. which is often these days. just when i don’t have the strength to stand & i LEAN onto the 
most secure structure that is the closest to me. the only thing strong & steady to stand up to these LEAN days are the 
outstretched arms of the Lord. pillars like perfectly parenting adult children, competent teaching, masterfully 
maintaining a 1960’s house, color coding my calendar, winsome wit, health/wealth/stealth, or even a completed to-do 
list have all abandoned me during this season. turns out those structures were never strong enough to hold up LEANing 
lea. they looked robust during some point, but turns out they were empty edifices. i suspect there will be many more 
LEANing lessons in my future. perhaps this is a year for you to learn to LEAN also… feel free to stop by (or call) for a 
cup of tea with lea and check on my LEANing life. make sure it isn't show week or after my 9pm bedtime.  

may GRACE & PEACE LEAN to you & may you LEAN on them in 2019…

Deemed Necessary 
By John Blase "
You may turn away 
from the complexity that is 
your life. But then you must live 
with the consequences 
of turning away. 
We wish upon some static star 
to bring order to our days. 
We forget stars shine only by 
burning, flames the 
requisite for grace.

S lea n. marshall


